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ABSTRACT
The ongoing controversy over whether to permit

television cameras to cover_courtroom trials has generated a variety
of responses from the judiciary,_the bar, and the media. In an
attempt to determine whether individuals are affected by the
awareness that they are being televised, this study, while
maintaining.experimental control, simulated some of the pressures
placed on witnesses:in a courtroom setting. Subjects, 36 volunteers
enrolled in a media-and-society class at the University of Wisconsin,
were shown a brief film and then were asked specif estions about_
the content of the film. While,answering these quet,clu, some
subjects faced a conspicuous television camera whia yrk. purported to
be recording their answers for viewing by a_large nvr of people,
some faced an unobtrusive camera hidden behind a mirror, and some
faced no camera at all. The subjects' answers were recorded and the
content analyzed. No significant differences.were.found between the
verbal behavior of respondents who faced a hidden television camera
and the behavior of those who did not face a camera. Eowevero'those
who faced the obtrusive camera talked longer, used more words, paused
less, and included more information in their answers. There were no
differences in the amount of incorrect information in the answers.
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The Effects of Being Televised:

An Experi -ntal Test

"Free press and fair trial" has become an umbrella, term cove- ng a

host of concerns and controversies involving Journalists, lawyers, and

the judiciary. Under this topic few issues have been a intensely debated

as the question of whether Journalists' cameras and other electronic

equipment should be permitted inside courtrooms during trials.

For the most part the judicial and legal professions have opposed such

devices in courtrooms whereas Journalists and their professional organizations

have argued against restricting any type of media coverage of public trials.

Much of the debate stems from the 1930s when, In reaction to photographic

coverage of the Bruno Hauptman trial, the American Bar Association passed

Canon 35 of its Canons of Professional Ethics./ The Canon, passe4 at the

organization'S 1937 convention, originally read, in part, "The taking of

photographs in the courtroom during sessions of the court or recesses between

sessions, and the broadcesting of ebert proceedings, are calcUlated to detract

from the essential dignity of the proceedings, degrade the court, and create-

misconceptions with respect thereto In the mind of the pub lc and should ni

be permitted."2



In 1952 the ABA amended Canon 35 to specifically include a prohibition

against television coverage of courtrooms,3 and added the clause, "distract

the witness in giving his testimony," as an additional danger of permitting

photographers in courtrooms. Then in 1963 the ABA omitted the words "are

calculated to" and "degrade the court."4 A canon of the ABA, of course, has

no legal standing, but the ABA members worked to enact the canon into state

laws or court regulations and succeeded in implementing some form of prohibition

of broadcasting, televising, or photographing a trial in virtually every state.5

Further impetus was added to the issue on June 7, 1965 when the Supreme

Court of the United States overturned the Texas swindling conviction of Billie

Sol Estes on the grounds that Estes had failed to receive a fair trial because

his Texas trial had been televised.6 The various justices' opinions in the 5 to 4

decision represented most of the principal argu-ints which had been raised since

the original passage of Canon 35.

The court jority emphasized not so much the physical distraction of

cameras and photographers in the courtroom as they did the psychological

distra _Ion of participants in a trial knowing they are being televised.

the majority opinion Justice Tom Clark wrote, "The impact upon a witness of the

knowledge that hc Is being viewed by a vast audience is simply incalculable.

Some way be demoralized and frightened, some cocky and given to overstatement;

memories may falter, as with anyone speaking publicly, and accuracy of statement

may be severely undermined...."7 And Chief Justice Earl Warren, in a concurring

opinion, wrote, "The evii.of tel vised trials...lies not In the noise and

appearance of the cameras, but in the trIal participants floss that they

are being televlsed...'."8



The dissenting Justices general y agreed with the traditional positions

held by journalists. Justice Potter Stewart, in the dissenting opinion,

wrote, "The suggestion that there are limits upon the public's right to know

what goes on In the courts causes me deep concern. The idea of imposing upon

any medium of communIcations the burden of Justifying its presence is contrary

to where I had always thought the presumption must lie in the area of First

Amendment freedoms... "9 And Justice Byron White, arguing for more data on

the issue, wrote, "In my vIew, the currently available materials assessing the

effect of cameras in the courtroom are too sparce and fragmentary to constitute

the basis for a constitutional judgment permanently barring any and all forms

of television."10

Trial Judges seem to have taken the Estes decision to heart despite the

narrowness of the decision. A Madison, Wisconsin, Judge ruled against televising

a taxpayers' suit against the city primarily because of the Estes decision.11

A 1970 survey of trial judges from throughout the country reported that 92% of

the 483 judges polled believed television cameras should not be permitted to

operate in courtroom during trtals.
12

Despite the generally discouraging climate for trial coverage by television,

however, a number of recent developments have given broadcast journalists Aore

encouragement. In 1970 National Educational Television carried extensive excerpt

of a trial filmed In Denver. At the time Colorado was one of two states which. _

par* tted judges to decide if cameras could operate In their courtrooms.' _The'

program ntitied "Trial:'City and County of Denver vs. Liu-roil-FA Vetsen,
_

network And shown nightly for a week. .._in.,-19717,a-lacblt

-TV of Wichita to filwa-juvenile,courthiaring

,newscasts and tho-jUd-



to allow the television coverage, said, "We must be smart enough to be able

to establish a system whereby the public can be informed and the Judicial

decorum maintained "13

Recent movements toward a more accomodating position regard ng televiseon

coverage of trials extend even beyond these experi7-nral cases. In Seattle,

following experimental coverage of a manslaughter Vial (The coverage was not

actually telecast.) a committee of judges lawyers, and Jou nalists, chaired

by the chief justice of the Washington Supreme Court, recommended in 1975

that Washington state courts be opened to broadcast coverage.
14

The Florida Supreme Court receatly agreed to permit television cameras

In some state courtrooms. The experiment, which has been opposed by the

Florida Bar Association, involves an initial test of one civil and one cri inal

case in which all parties to the trial and witnesses must consent to being

televised.15 And In Alabama, the state's supreme court adopted new "Canons o

Judicial Ethics" which could open courtrooms in that state to broadcast

coverage.
16 In a "Commentary" section, the Canons sayk "It is now universally

recognized that the dignity of a church service is not affected in any degree

by photographing or broadcasting by television or,radie...when sophisticated

and advanced equipment and technology is used."17

The overall controversy about cameras in courtrooms is unusual for the a

lack of specific data which have been brought to bear on the questions raised.

When two U.S. Supreme Court Justices suggest, in opinions0-:that-during televised

trials witnes s' memories mey fail and the accuracy of their stitements may-

diminishi one exp ctslo'find compelling supporting data. But su A evidence

has not, been systematically precluded.

experimentallY test that:speculation

are:afficted,bli- h-swarenais Oat

The currentstudyatiimpted to

o determine-if, In fact, Individuals

they are being _teleViied.-_



The study simulated some of the pressures placed on witnesses in a

courtroom setting while at the same time maintaining experi rntal control

so the results could be meaningfully analyzed. Sub ects were shown a

brief film containing rather detailed information, then were asked specific

questions about the content of the film. While answering the questions they

-ither facing a conspicuous televis on camera purportedly recording

theIr answers to be viewed by a large number of people, or an unobtrusive

camera hidden behind a mirror, or no camera at all.

Based on the assumptions obvious in the reason ng of Justices Clark and

Warren it was predicted that when they were televised (whether by an Obtrusive

or unobtrusive camera) the participants would recall significantly less correct

information about the fIlm than when they were-not'bOATAelliviseektflBecause a

number of the recent proposals for courtroom coverage by television have

mentioned that cameras should be camouflaged 18 the unobtrusive camera condition

was included to determine the effects of hiding the camera.

Method

Subjects were 36 volunteers enrolled In a media and soc ety class at the

UnlversIty of Wisconsin, Madison. The course, being offered during the summer

session, contained a highly heterogeneous student population, consisting of a

mixture of undergradeates, graduate students, and special students on campus

only for the summer. It also included a number of military personnel

participating In the school's annual public relations institute.

Each subject participated individuilly-in an experimental-sessi

rived7at--the-experlmental room they

n undergraduate femele_unknown to-the particip n-

lasted about 15 mlnutasWhei

by.the experimenter,

,(4.11,411W



Subjects were seated at a table near the center of a larne room and told

the study was an attempt to assess the -ffectiveness of some different types

of media presentation- " Their only other initial instruction told them they

were going to see a bri f film "containing a feature story recently used by a

number of televis on stations.'

All subjects were then shown a 2-minute color fIlm describing the opera

of the Federal German Post Office in West Berlin. The film described the

various functions of the post office, such as operating telephone and telegraph

services, banking, radio and television transmissions, intercity buses, and

the mail. The film was selected because it contained a substantial amount of

specific, detailed informatton and was a subject most likely unfamiliar to the

participants in the study. As it turned out, one of the mIlItary students had

been stationed in Berlin and was familiar with the post offIce there. He was

dismissed as a subject and his responses discarded.

After viewing the fil there was a pause of few minutes after which the

subjects were given some general instructions repeating much of what they had

been told at the start of the session, Then the experimenter said, "I now have

a few questions to ask you about what you have just seen. Please answer each

as directly as you can." This was the first hint the subjects had that they

were going to be required to answer specific questions about the content of the

ilm. The experImenter then mentioned that she would take notes about their

answers. From this point on the treatment varied according to condition. The

subjects had initially been assigned randomly to one of three,condit ons:,(0

obtrusive camera condition (b) unob rusive camera condItion, and (c) no camera



e obtrusive camera condition a television camera was situated th the

room in front of the subjects and to the side of the experimenter. The lens

of the camera was pointed directly at the subjects. In this condition the

experimenter included, as the final part of the instructii- "We have a television

camera operating here which is connected to a videotape recorder so we can

record your answers. These videotapes will be used as part of a follow-up study

in the fall and at that time will probably be seen by a large number of people."

The final sentence was included to add to the realism of the setting, causing the

participants to actually believe that their performances would be seen by others.

In the unobtrisive camera condition the same television camera was located

in the same spot, but a full-length mirror was placed in front of the camera

so it could not be seen from the respondents' chair. The instruction was'the

same as that received by those subjects in the obtrusive camera condition, except

it said, "We have a television camera operating behind this two-way mirror.

The camera Is connected to a....

In the no camera condition the camera was simply removed from the room and

no mention was made of It in the instructions which read simply, "I'll be

jotting down a few notes about your answersObesamee they will be used as part

of a follow-up study in the fall and at that time will probably be seen by a

large number of people. It was Felt it was important to create the same belief

that even though there Nis no camera, just as in anactual courtroom situation

the participants should be aware that their aritifirs wokild be widely circulated

even though not electronically recorded In the courtroom.

Each subject was-then asked siX specific AUestions about h content o

the fIlm. The questions and answers Were: ecorded for subsequent analysis on_-



an audio cassette recorder hidden fnam the subjects' view. The questions

were developed and pre-tested for clarity, precision, and comprehensiveness.

Two of them were: "What services are handled by the Federal German Post

Office?" And: "What do humans need to do in the sorting and distributing

if lette s In the computer-controlled post office In West Be lin?'

After the questions were asked and the answers recorded, the subjects

wire dismissed and asked to not discuss the study with th ir classmates. All

testing was completed in four consecutive days, thus m nimizing the opportunity

for discusq on among past and future participants.

Results

C?ding: Coders carefully listened to the audio tapes of the answers to

the six questions, coding a number of items, both in terms of speech characteristics

and con ent. For example, using stop watches, they coded such things as

latency (time from end of question until start of answer) and total time talking.

Coders also counted the number of words generated by each subject In answering

the questions and the number of t mes each asked for Oar fication.

Prior to the actual coding a list was compiled which Included all possIble

correct answers for each of the six questions. The coders.then checked each

component of each answer against this list and coded each part of each answer

as either correct or Incorrect.

The tabulating of the times was done by a single coder, ith a second coder

independently timing a sample of the respondents to check for:accuracy of,coding.

The two coders agreed witheach other within one-halfsecondAmnalitImingsv:

thus establishing the accuracy of the Coding'. TWo CodertindaPindently all

'the content coding,andAhey=agreed With esieh-cither _in 92% of,:tt*Cases. for_ ,

whichtheyAlsagreed a:comprom se code was reached.



Anal yses: With 12 subjects in each of the three conditions, a series of

one-way analyses of variance was conducted, using each of the dependent

variables of Interest In the study.

Correct Information In answers: Those subjects who faced the obt rUS ve

television camera included more correct information in their answers than dld

those in either of the other two condItIons (Fe4.63,dfs2/33,P4025). The mean

amount of correct Information contained In all slx answers for those in the

obtrusive camera condition was 20.17, compared to 16.33 for those in the hidden

mere condition, and 16.83 for those who faced no television camera.

Incorrect information in answers: There were no significant differences

between conditions in terms of the amount of Incorrect Information the subjects

provided In response to the questions (F ).

Length,of answers: Again subjects in the obtrusive camera conditIon

behaved differently. Those who faced the conspicuous camera spoke for a longer

time In answering the questions than did the subjects in the other two conditions

(Fe5.39,dfm12/33,O(.01). The mean total answer length for those in the obtrusive

camera condition was 36.50 seconds, compared to 28.21 seconds for those facing

the hidden camera and 29.71 seconds for those not confronting a camera at ell.

Number of woTds In answers: In a closely related measure, subjects in

the obtrusive camera condition also used more words in composing thelOnswers

than did subjects in the other two conditions (Fm4.96,df02/33,p<1025). The mean

number of words for those facing the obvious camera was 70.25 for those facing

he hidden camera was 60.50 and for those not Lacing a camera was_56.17 words.'

Weller. In addition

se ubjacts facing the obtrusive-

for e longer ilia end:using-more words

evibliolcamere lso'walted for a shortitl,

1



10

-time before beginning to answer the questions F7.62,d-- 2/ 3,p<.01). Thus

they began to generate their answers more quickly after the questions were

asked than did the subjects in the otherrconditions. The mean total latency

scores for those subjects In the obtrusive camera condition was 17.75 seconds,

for those In the hidden camera condition it was 20.42 seconds, and _;or those

in the.no camera condition it was 22.88 seconds.

Clerification: The one other measure used in the study, the number of

times the subjects asked for clarification of a question, yielded no differences

b-.ween the three conditions (F<1).

Discussion

In an experiment simulating many of the pressures and expectations

faced by witnesses in courtroom trials, the current study found no signif cant

differences in the respondents' verbal behavior when they faced a hicicial

television camera as compared to when no camera was present. Thus the

assumption that when faced by a television camera, persons memories may

fail, etc. was not supported.

In fact, If the television camera was hidden from the sight of the

nvatness," the presence oflthe camera seemai to be irrelevant. It was as

f when the camera was out of sight It -as a_so out of their thoughts and

concerns.

But what about the effects of the obtrus ve camera? Are there any

sons for concern? Some of,the more isechanical,effects, such as talking

ger, waiting less time after-a.quostinn, _tc. are not particularly surpris

People apparently fee_ more conpelledto:speak,more-add to pauseless when:

they are.conipituodsly:aware.'they-aWbeing televised

:71wkey.Auot on, howeve Is contained', in those-add

_

71mords-they speaklo thoieJiords contain. IrrileVant-infoOmat



Information, or do they contain more of the type of Information the courts

seek:to obtain, 1. e., correct information to more fully answer the questions?

The data from the current study provide a clear answer to that question.

The longer answers do not contain additional Incorrect Information. What they

do contain is significantly more correct information directly relevant to the

questions. It is this finding which has the broadest implicat ons for courtroom

coverage by television.

These data indicate that far from being a danger and a po ential

hindrance to a fair trial, in this context television cameras can, in fact

lead to a fairer trial. Because the witnesses could be expected to generate

more complete and more correct information In response to the quest ons from

the various attorneys, both sides should benefit from the increased

iliormation-on-whIch-the-courtls-decision-could-be-reached._

This study, admittedly, was an experimental approximation of some of

_he key aspects of the courtroom environment. It was not* quIte obviously,

a trial itse f. The definitive test, of course, Is Impossible. ..The same

trial couldn't be conducted twice simultaneously with allconditions the

SQMO except for the us of television'to cover

did Was to provide some or ginal s)latematic data boaringon._the significant_

overall question of *hceffects of camera coverage of courtroom,trials.

Only throughaddit onal studies such as this one and through a numb
-

_

of -Wtests which hm*been sbheduled or held Invarious states can the
_

culation Over this issue be-replaced,with the nieded data base

tO develop sound_free press and fair trial-policies.
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